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#### DESCRIPTION

*Advanced Urologic Surgery* is a stimulating operative atlas which includes the latest innovations, modifications, and improvements in the field, edited by a distinguished international team.

The text is divided into sections:

- kidney and ureter
- bladder
- prostate
- external genitalia
- female urology
- urinary diversion
- special techniques

It is further divided into sub-sections, each devoted to a specific urologic operative procedure, graded according to its standardisation and acceptance by the wider surgical community.

The text is descriptive and is complimented by over 800 clear operative line illustrations providing a step-by-step approach. The end result is an exciting survey of the practical applications of the latest techniques.
Joining Professor Hohenfellner as Editor is Professor John Fitzpatrick, one of the most prominent figures on the world urology scene and the editor of leading urology journal, BJU International.

In addition to John Fitzpatrick, the book will feature Professor Jack McAninch from the USA as an editor. Jack McAninch based at San Francisco General Hospital, is one the true giants of American urology, current President of the Societe Internationale d'Urologie, and past President of the American Urological Association.

All chapters include a list of key references explaining the practical application of the latest techniques in urologic surgery - essential reading for urologists in both practice and training.
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FEATURES

Explaining the practical application of the latest techniques!

• A step-by-step operative atlas giving careful guidance through complex operations

• Organised in sections by organ then sub-sections by graded operative procedure

• Over 800 clear operative line illustrations

To purchase this product, please visit https://www.wiley.com/en-us/9780470755136